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PROJECT PROPOSAL 

 
Title of the project   :                          
Proposal for “Kerala Flood Relief Fund –Rebuild Families in India” 
for people living in Kerala Displaced by Floods 
 
Project Summary :- 

    The overall death toll rises to 483 more than 8 lakh people are in relief 

camps,there are no matters to sleep,there is no gas to cook,wearable cloths remind 

in dirty water they were destroyer by Floods. Theressa Organization Volunteers 

was Collecting Rice,Clothes,Daily need material Bags,medical Kits,Blankets to 

rebuild the lives of people displaced by Floods. 

 

Requested funding Amount: - $10,000 

 

Challenges:  
               Poor People have very little property they were destroyed by 

floods,Thousands of peoples lost their houses and beloggings,many people have 

been mentally depressed due the loss of assets they build with their life time 

earnings. Some areas Still in under the water People have effected with 

Diarrhea,Dengue.Roads,Railway tracks and Bridges have been washed away and 

cutoff due to the land slides. 

    This situation we have to help the People to rebuild their lives from monsoon 

disaster. 

 

 Solution:  
        In this programme our volunteers Working for rebuild the lives of Floods 

Effected People , we are collecting Rice bags ,clothes,Snacks ,Medical Kits, Gas 

Stove for Cooking,Mats,Balnkets and Mosquito coils to providing them. They 

would get relief from Emergency Situation. 

 

Long term impact: 
                    This project will help the families and rebuild lives of people by 

providing urgent requirements like Wearable cloths,Blankets,Food, 

Water,Medical Kits, mosquito Coils and Gas Stoves for Cooking ,The government 

alone will not be able to rebuild the people in this situation so we are helping 

victims and providing them daily needs to the families. 

           They would get relief out of family property loses until they become 

normally of their lives, later emergency situation is overcome, the funds will be 

utilized for long term reconstruction and rebuilding activities 
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